Applications
■■
■■

Mapping buried utilities
Locating buried structural remains,
foundations, basements and tanks

■■

Locating mineworkings and voids

■■

Structural investigations

■■

Topographical surveys

Key projects
Building Schools for the Future (client:
Carillion), Manchester, UK
Electromagnetic and ground-penetrating
radar surveys were undertaken at primary
and secondary schools to locate buried utility
infrastructure and other obstructions.
Bacon’s College (client: Cundalls),
Rotherhithe, London, UK
A multi-technique survey was undertaken
to determine the location of a former dock
beneath the new academy development.
University of Hertfordshire, UK
A gravity survey was undertaken to determine
the presence of voided ground beneath the
footprint of a new-build development.

Geophysics – Education
With public- and private-sector investment in education in the UK continuing, RSK is fully
aware that clients and developers overseeing the construction, maintenance and operation
of facilities require educational developments and establishments to be of the highest
standard, while ensuring that project costs are tightly controlled.
From primary schools to higher-education establishments, including UK universities, RSK
has significant experience of completing surveys to overcome engineering, environmental
and structural problems in a wide range of educational extensions, building refurbishments
and new developments.
In addition, our in-house SafeGround service gives complete-coverage buried-utility
mapping using the latest ground-penetrating radar and radiodetection techniques. Results
of the service tracing can be surveyed onto a topographic computer-aided design (CAD)
plan of the site to provide a comprehensive view of the risks underground. RSK is licensed
by OfCom for the use of ground-penetrating radar.

Key benefits of a geophysical survey
■■

Environmental – non-invasive with minimal disturbance to the ground

■■

Minimal disruption to educational operations

■■

Rapid and complete data acquisition

■■

Potentially reduced engineering costs

Electromagnetic plot of a playing field showing the
hidden drainage pattern.

Gravity data showing unseen buried swallow holes.

Ground-penetrating radar survey of a playground to detect buried services and obstructions.
Inset: Surveying buried service traces using our total station equipment.

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
Dr George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)
RSK Group plc has achieved certification to the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 standards for quality, environmental and health and safety management.
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